Introduction and resulte
Let f be periodic with period 2a, and integrable in the sense of Lebesgue. The Fourier series associated with f at the point x is given by 1 °° (1. 1) f(x)~^ a0 + ^ (an cos nx + bn sin nx) n=1 Let n (1.2) SQ(x) e 2 a o + X! 008 vx + b v 8in denote the n-th partial sum of the Fourier series (1.1). A function f(x) is said to belong to the class Lip( (t),p),
where y(t) is a positive increasing function.
OO
A series 2Ü3 aQ with the sequence of partial sum S is n=0 • said to be almost Borel-summable to S if lim e~* X IT S OO nT "n,r n=0 uniformly with respect to r, where n+r
where S" _(x) is defined by (1.3). n t r We write 0(t) = {f(x+t) + f(x-t) -2f(x)} and cos(rt + x sin t) I _ e 2x sin 2 (|)
The problem of determining the degree of approximation using the infinite summability means (such as Logarithmic means, generalized Abel s means, (J,P n ) means, Borel means) as operator have already been discussed by Khan, Huzoor H. [3] , " [4] , [5] for the functions belonging to the class Hp(<e(t),p), p>1, imposing certain conditions on the function involved. It was noticed that the degree of approximation obtained by these summability means are almost the same as obtained by other finite summability operators. In the present paper, we have for the first time discussed the degree of approximation of functions belonging to the class Lip(»y(t) ,p), p>1 using almost Borel summability operator (of course, it is an infinite summability operator). The idea of almost convergence of Fourier series was introduced by Dayal, S [l] . Using this idea, we introduce the "almost Borel summability operator" and determine the rapidity for convergence.
Theorem.
If f(x) be a periodic function belonging to the class Lipfn 1 (t), p), p>1 such that For evaluating B^fx) we use Holder's inequality and the fact that 0(t) e Lip(<Ht), p), for p>1 and obtain from (2.1):
Similarly for evaluating B2(x) we iiava by (2.2)
where 0 < 6 < 1.
Finally, for B^fx) we have Combining the results of B^z), B 2 (x) and B^(x), we have which was to be proved. It can be easily seen that the order of approximation arrived at is the best possible and is free from the mean generating sequence. It car also be noticed that the order of approximation is same as for other infinite summability operators.
